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Year R Curriculum Long Term Plan 2022-2023 

 Autumn Term 1 Autumn Term 2 Spring Term 1 Spring Term 2 Summer Term 1  Summer Term 2 

Learning 
Journey 

Seasons – Autumn 
‘All About Me and 
You’ 
Celebrating 
Differences 

‘Being a Hero’ – 
People who Help Us 
now and in the past 
Bonfire Night 
Remembrance Day 
Diversity Heroes 
Christmas 

‘Abracadabra!’ 
Chinese New Year 
Room on the Broom  
Fairy Tales 

‘Super creatures!’  
Minibeasts and 
Habitats 
Animals 
Healthy living 
Easter 
 

‘From Tiny Seeds’ 
Growing 
Food Around the 
World 
My Home 
Summer 
 

‘All at Sea!’ 
Sea creatures and 
pollution 
Recycling 
 

R.E. Creation and 
Covenant 

Prophecy and 
Promise 

Galilee to Jerusalem Desert to Garden To The Ends of the 
Earth 

Dialogue and 
Encounter 

R.H.E Module 1 – Religious Understanding 
                     Me, My Body, My Health 
                     Emotional Well-Being 
                     Life-Cycles 

Module 2 – Religious Understanding 
                     Personal Relationships 
                     Keeping Safe 

Module 3 – Religious Understanding 
                     Living in the Wider World 

Memorable 
Experiences 

‘Me Box’ Sharing 
box about 
themselves 
Wishworks – Puppet 
Show 

Emergency Day in 
school 
Fire Station Visit 
Christmas Nativity 
Making Christmas 
cakes 
Diversity heroes 
research 
Asking grandparents 
about the past 

‘Room on the Broom’ 
Dressing Up Day 
Chinese New Year – 
making a dragon 

 Visit to a farm 
Class caterpillars 

Food Around the 
World week 
Making 
sandwiches 
Comparing baby 
weights and 
photos 
 

Going to the beach 
Giant Art project 
‘All at Sea’ dressing up 
day 
Making pirate boats 

Texts ‘Whiffy Wilson, the 
Wolf who wouldn’t 
Go to School’ by 
Caryl Hart 
‘Hair Like Mine’ by 
Latashia M Perry 
‘I am Enough’ by 
Grace Byers 
 ‘The Day you Begin’ 

‘Where the Poppies 
Now Grow’ by 
Hilary Robinson 
Little Leaders series 
‘Emergency 999’ by  
‘My Mummy is a 
Firefighter’ by 
Kerrine Bryan 
‘The Snow Queen‘ 

‘How to Catch A 
Dragon’ by Adam 
Wallace 
‘There is no Dragon 
in this Story’ by Lou 
Carter 
‘Room on the Broom’ 
by Julia Donaldson 
Various fairy tales 

‘The Very Hungry 
Caterpillar’ by Eric 
Carle 
 ‘Superworm’ by 
Julia Donaldson 
‘Yucky Worms’ by 
Vivian French 
‘Do you Love Bugs? 
Why bugs are 

 ‘Baby Goes to 
Market’ by Atinuke 
‘Dim Sum for 
Everyone!’ by Grace 
Lin 
‘My Food You Food’ 
by Lisa Bullard 
‘Me on the Map’ by 
Joan Sweeney 

‘There’s A Commotion 
in the Ocean’ by Giles 
Andreae 
 ‘Harry Saves the 
Ocean’ by NGK and 
Sylvia Fae 
’10 Things I can do to 
help my world’ by 
Melanie Walsh 
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Jacqueline Woodson 
‘The Colour Monster 
Goes to School’  
 ‘You Choose’ by 
Pippa Goodhart 
‘The Very Helpful 
Hedgehog’ by Rosie 
Wellesley 
 

Various authors actually Awesome!’ 
by Matt Robertson 
‘What the Ladybird 
Heard’ by Julia 
Donaldson 
Selection of rhymes 
and poems 

The Queen’s 
Handbag’ by Steve 
Antony 
Jack and the 
Beanstalk – various 
Jim and the 
Beanstalk 

Key Vocabulary Similarities, 

differences, colours, 

body parts, emotions, 

family structures and 

relations, equality, 

respect, kindness. 

Seasons – Autumn, 

Autumn objects and 

features, Harvest 

Past, present, old, 

young, now, then, 

remembrance, jobs, 

emergency services 

and roles, 999, 

diversity, cultures, 

Nativity, Mary, 

Joseph, Jesus, 

Bethlehem, stable. 

Star. 

Seasons – Winter, 

cold, snow, ice, frost 

Chinese New Year, 

celebration, year, 

months, weeks, days.  

Recipes, instructions,  

Character, setting, 

events, prediction. 

Adjectives to 

describe characters 

and settings.  

Poem, poetry, 

rhymes, Farm animals 

and their young, 

minibeasts, habitats 

and descriptions. 

Healthy, unhealthy, 

fit, exercise, habits, 

fruit, vegetables, 

healthy plates.  

Oral hygiene – teeth, 

enamel, tartar, 

toothpaste, 

toothbrush, cleaning 

Seasons – Spring, 

growth, new life 

Lifecycle of a 

caterpillar- egg, 

caterpillar, 

chrysalis/cocoon, 

butterfly 

Food names and 

country origin of 

food from different 

cultures, fair trade, 

names of countries, 

world, map, village, 

town, city, London.  

Measure, height, 

weight, heavy, light 

 

Recycling, names and 

uses of materials, 

climate, plastic, single 

use plastic, pollution, 

sea, ocean, marine, sea 

creatures names and 

facts  

Seasons – Summer 

Communication 
and Language 

Nursery  

- To sing rhymes 

and explore picture 

books  

- To talk about 

themselves and 

their families in 

Nursery 

- To talk about 

celebrations at home 

- To listen to stories 

about celebrations 

such as Diwali, 

Christmas and talk 

Nursery 

- To begin to use a 

wide range of 

vocabulary 

- To talk in short 

sentences so that 

others can 

Nursery 

- To listen to stories 

and retain key 

vocabulary 

- To be able to talk 

about the setting and 

characters in the 

Nursery 

- To listen to stories 

and retain key 

vocabulary 

- To be able to 

answer questions and 

share opinions using 

Nursery 

- To develop a wide 

range of vocabulary 

- To listen to different 

nursery rhymes and be 

able to join in singing 

words confidently and 
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their play  

- To develop their 

communication that 

can be understood 

by others  

 

Reception  

- To talk about 

themselves and 

others in full 

sentences  

- To enjoy singing 

songs, joining in 

stories and group 

time discussions  

- To speak about a 

range of texts, 

sharing ideas and 

thoughts with 

adults and peers  
 

 

about why they are 

celebrated 

- To listen to and 

follow simple 

instructions 

- 

Reception 

- To compare 

different festivals 

using vocabulary they 

have acquired from 

their learning 

- To make comments 

about their 

observations 

- To use talk to 

organise their 

thinking 

understand. 

- To listen to and 

follow simple 

instructions 

- To respond to 

questions 

appropriately 

- To express a point 

of view 

Reception 

- To give opinions and 

share ideas with 

confidence in 

different situations 

- To describe 

features of different 

stories 

story 

- To be able to use 

connectives 

- To listen to and 

follow simple 

instructions 

- To respond to 

questions 

appropriately 

- To talk in short 

sentences so that 

others can 

understand 

Reception 

- To describe 

familiar texts with 

detail and using full 

sentences 

- To ask questions 

about familiar 

aspects of their 

environment and 

learning 

the relevant 

vocabulary 

- To be able to talk 

about the setting 

and characters in 

the story 

- To be able to use 

connectives in their 

speech 

- To take turns to 

speak in a 

conversation 

Reception 

- To use conjunctions 

in sentences 

- To share ideas in 

small groups and 

whole class 

situations 

confidently 

- To respond to what 

other people say e.g. 

peers, teachers etc 

clearly 

- To be able to answer 

questions and share 

opinions using the 

relevant vocabulary 

- To be able to talk 

about the setting and 

characters in the story 

with confidence 

Reception 

- To use a full 

vocabulary bank 

including technical 

language To use 

conjunctions in 

sentences 

- To use past, present 

and future forms 

- To ask questions 

about what I have 

heard 

- To explain events 

that have already 

happened in detail 

Personal, Social 
and Emotional 
Development 

Nursery 

- To separate from 

main carer and learn 

to adapt to the new 

Nursery/Reception 

environment 

- To choose and use 

resources / activities 

with support if 

required 

- To wash hands 

after using the toilet 

Nursery 

- To increasingly 

follow the routines 

and rules 

- To choose and use 

resources / activities 

with support if 

required 

- To discuss how 

they are feeling and 

talk about these e.g. 

happy 

Nursery 

- To listen to and 

follow the rules 

- To make some 

choices / decisions 

for themselves 

- To play with others 

– elaborating and 

extending ideas in a 

group 

- To understand 

feelings and begin to 

Nursery 

- To play with others 

– elaborating and 

extending ideas in a 

group 

- To become more 

outgoing with 

unfamiliar people in 

the setting 

- To begin to speak 

up for themselves in 

a way which is 

Nursery 

- To show more 

confidence in new 

social situations 

- To play with others 

– elaborating and 

extending ideas in a 

group 

- To talk about a 

range of feelings, 

identifying these in 

themselves and 

Nursery 

- To play with others – 

elaborating and 

extending ideas in a 

group 

- To find solutions to 

conflicts and 

suggesting new / other 

ideas 

- To talk to others to 

solve conflicts 

- To have a go with new 
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- To begin to follow 

the class routines 

and rules 

- To know some 

feelings e.g. sad, 

happy 

- To become familiar 

with using the toilet 

– may need some 

support 

- To know why we 

have to wash our 

hands before food 

and after using the 

toilet 

- To learn to look 

after the resources 

in the class 

Reception 

- To see themselves 

as a valuable 

individual in the class 

and school 

- To know the class 

rules and routines 

- To take 

responsibility for 

keeping their 

classroom welcoming 

- To begin to build 

relationships in the 

class, showing 

respect to others 

- To express and 

identify their 

feelings 

- To play with others 

– elaborating play 

ideas 

- To use the toilet 

mostly independently 

To wash their hands 

with little reminders 

- To keep themselves 

safe by roads 

Reception 

- To express and 

identify their own 

feelings 

- To build close 

relationships and 

form friendships, 

showing respect to 

others 

- To share resources 

and toys with others 

- To use the toilet 

independently and 

manage hygiene 

- To follow 

instructions given by 

an adult and act upon 

these 

- To be confident in 

the familiar school 

environment 

- To use the toilet 

independently 

- To wash hands 

independently and 

correctly 

- To be able to cross 

understand how 

others may feel in 

certain situations 

- To learn how to 

share resources and 

take turns (with 

support) 

To use the toilet 

mostly independently 

- To wash their hands 

with little reminders 

Reception 

- To express and 

identify their feelings 

and moderate these 

both socially and 

emotionally 

- To think about their 

own feelings and 

those of others by 

given examples of how 

others might feel in 

certain situations 

- To try new activities 

in the environment 

- To follow rules in 

the wider school 

community 

 

respectful e.g. saying 

how you feel, asking 

for what you want or 

need 

- To use the toilet  

mostly independently 

- To know how to 

keep my teeth clean 

- To wash their hands 

with little reminders 

Reception 

- To build strong, 

mutually respectful 

relationships – what 

makes a great 

friend? 

- To understand how 

to manage their own 

needs, hopes and 

dreams 

- To try new 

activities in the 

environment 

- To follow rules in 

the wider school 

community 

- To understand the 

importance of 

‘sensible’ amounts of 

screen time 

- To understanding 

the importance of 

tooth brushing 

others 

- To be supported to 

find solutions to 

conflicts and 

accepting that they 

have to take turns 

- To make healthy 

food choices 

Reception 

- To show an 

understanding of 

healthy foods and 

healthy choices – 

why are they 

important? 

- To look after 

others and 

understand how they 

feel about something 

- To show resilience 

and perseverance in 

the face of a 

challenge 

- To discuss why we 

take turns, wait 

politely, tidy up 

after ourselves etc 

- To play with others 

and solve conflicts – 

with little adult 

support 

activities and explore 

new parts of the 

classroom / 

environment 

- To make healthy 

exercise choices  

 

Reception 

To show understanding 

towards looking after 

our planet e.g. 

recycling, global 

warming 

- To understanding how 

to look after 

themselves as they 

grow / move on 

- To take part in sports 

day with an 

understanding of 

winning and losing 

- To show resilience 

and perseverance in 

the face of a challenge 

- To play with others 

and solve conflicts – 

with no adult 

intervention 

- To understanding the 

importance of exercise 

on overall health and 

well-being 
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- To use the toilet 

independently 

- To wash hands 

independently and 

correctly 

- To know the 

importance of hand 

washing and overall 

hygiene to health and 

well-being 

the road safely 

Physical 
Development 

Nursery 

- To explore rolling, 

walking, running. 

jumping, hopping, 

skipping, marching 

and crawling 

- To find a 

comfortable hand 

grip to mark make 

- To use a paintbrush 

to paint a picture 

- To develop their 

confidence to try and 

put on their own coat 

Reception 

Athletics- Walking 

and Jumping 

- To develop walking 

in different 

pathways 

- To develop jumping 

in different ways 

- To develop hopping 

with additional 

movement 

- To begin to change 

Nursery 

- To explore pushing, 

rolling and bouncing 

different balls 

- To begin to make 

large muscle 

movements using 

streamers imitating 

circles, vertical lines 

and horizontal lines 

- To use different 

tools to paint 

pictures 

Reception 

 

Ball skills- Hands 

To develop bouncing 

into a space 

- To combine pushing, 

rolling and bouncing 

- To throw to a peer 

/ target 

- To catch a ball with 

two hands 

- To begin to change 

for PE with support – 

Nursery 

-To dance to music, 

they like 

- To create their own 

dance moves in line 

with the music they 

can hear 

Work with others to 

move large objects to 

make an obstacle 

course 

- To begin to find a 

more comfortable 

hand to mark make 

(dominant hand) 

- To use scissors to 

make snips in paper 

- To join large jigsaw 

pieces together 

Reception 

Dance 

- To show awareness 

of space 

- To move safely and 

time with the music 

- To combine 

Nursery 

- To explore a knife 

and a fork 

- To line up as a class 

or in a group 

- To use hand- eye 

coordination to place 

objects on a plate 

- To balance bricks 

to build vertically 

Reception 

- Gymnastics 

- To develop different 

rolls with control 

- To be able to move 

in different ways e.g. 

tip toes, jumping etc 

- To be able to jump in 

different ways e.g. 

tuck as well as landing 

safely 

- To develop balancing 

with control 

To sit comfortably at 

a table to write 

- To use scissors to 

Nursery 

- To explore rolling 

and jumping in 

different ways 

- To put their coat 

on independently 

- To pull up a zip 

after an adult has 

started it 

- To use a 

comfortable grip to 

mark make 

- To begin to use a 

knife and fork to eat 

different foods – 

support if needed 

- To have a dominant 

hand when mark 

making / writing 

To thread objects 

with large objects on 

a string such as 

pasta, large beads 

Reception 

- Ball skills- Feet 

To move a ball with 

Nursery 

- To explore playing 

team games to achieve 

an end goal e.g. 

parachute games 

- To take turns in 

games 

- To put their coat on 

independently 

- To use a comfortable 

grip to mark make 

- To have a dominant 

hand 

- To select their own 

tools appropriately for 

the task 

Reception 

Games 

- To be able to take 

turns 

- To understanding how 

to keep the score of 

game / importance of 

this 

- To understand and 

play by the rules of a 
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for PE with support – 

doing buttons etc 

- To begin to develop 

good pencil control 

- To use scissors to 

cut along a straight 

line 

- To line up and queue 

patiently 

doing buttons etc 

- To demonstrate a 

good pencil control 

- To use scissors to 

cut across a curved 

line 

movements with some 

fluency to create a 

dance piece 

- - To begin to change 

for PE with support – 

doing buttons etc 

- To develop their 

posture when eating in 

the dinner hall 

- To manage large 

objects with peers 

safely 

- To use scissors to 

cut a circle 

- To join small jigsaw 

pieces together 

- To know what 

happens when our 

bodies when we 

exercise 

cut purposeful 

shapes 

- To change for PE 

mostly independently 

- To put on a coat 

independently and zip 

/ button up with 

little help 

- To thread objects 

with small holes on a 

string such as small 

beads 

feet to kick 

- To dribble a ball 

with two feet 

around bones 

- To dribble against 

an opponent 

- To form Phase 2/ 3 

letters correctly – 

some support 

required 

- To sit comfortably 

at a table to write 

with an adult 

- To use a range of 

tools competently 

- To change for PE 

mostly independently 

game 

- To be able to win and 

lose 

- To ensure all Phase 2/ 

3 letters formed 

correctly 

- To sit comfortably at 

a table to write with an 

adult 

- To use a range of 

tools competently 

- To change for PE 

mostly independently 

- To put on a coat 

independently and zip / 

button 

- To write confidently 

and comfortably 

holding a pencil 

correctly 

Forest School Exploring the forest. 

Autumn observations 

and collections. 

Painting with mud. 

What natural paints 

can we make in the 

forest? What colours 

are they? 

Collecting natural 

resources for 

Christmas art.  

Making nests and bird 

feeders. 

Identifying birds.  

 

Making fairyland 

houses. 

Making wands.  

Making mixtures and 

potions.  

Taking part in a Dragon 

parade 

Making habitats, bug 

hotel and 

identification of bugs. 

Making bugs using clay 

and natural forest 

resources 

Observing food in 

the forest – 

mushrooms, 

berries...what do the 

forest creatures 

eat?  

Making fruit juice.  

Giant art in the forest. 

Making forest maps. 

Treasure maps.  

Phonics Nursery 

- Phase 1 Aspect 1 – 

General Sound 

Discrimination- 

environmental 

Reception 

Baseline Assessments 

- Revisit Phase 1 

Nursery 

- Phase 1 Aspect 2- 

General sound 

discrimination – 

instrumental sounds 

Reception 

- Phase 2 sounds 

Writing labels and 

Nursery 

- Phase 1 Aspect 3- 

General sound 

discrimination – body 

percussion 

Reception 

- Phase 3 sounds 

Nursery 

- Phase 1 Aspect 4- 

Rhythm and Rhyme 

- Phase 1 Aspect 5- 

Alliteration 

Reception 

- Phase 3 sounds 

Nursery 

- Phase 1 Aspect 5- 

Alliteration 

- Phase 1 Aspect 6- 

Voice sounds 

Reception 

- Phase 3/4 sounds 

Nursery 

- Phase 1 Aspect 7- 

Oral Blending and 

Segmenting 

- Initial sounds 

Reception 

- Phase 3/4/5 
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Recap – focus on 

Aspect 7 – oral 

segmenting and 

blending 

Rhyme and initial 

sounds 

- Phase 2 sounds 

captions 

Comprehension, 
Word Reading 
Word Writing 

Nursery 

- To develop their 

mark making and begin 

to identify their 

marks e.g. patterns 

and shapes 

- To join in with 

stories, rhymes and 

songs as they become 

familiar 

- To know their 

favourite story and 

the reason why 

- To begin to show 

interest in letters – 

particularly those in 

their own name 

- To find their name 

from a small selection 

of other names 

Reception 

- To listen to stories 

with increasing 

attention and recall 

- To practise writing 

their name with good 

pencil control (may 

still being developed) 

- To identify and 

Nursery 

- To develop their 

play linked to stories 

and retelling 

- To begin to form the 

first letter in their 

name and others as 

appropriate 

- To develop some 

print knowledge e.g. 

print has meaning = it 

is made of letters and 

words 

To be able to name a 

part of the book e.g. 

front cover and back 

cover 

Reception 

- To sequence and re-

tell stories though 

role play and small 

world play. 

- To begin to segment 

words into their single 

sounds e.g. c-a-t for 

writing 

- To blend sounds 

together to create 

words for reading 

Nursery 

- To begin to sequence 

and retell stories 

linked to pictures they 

can see 

- To develop more print 

knowledge e.g. text is 

read from left to right 

- To open the front 

cover in a book and 

turn pages carefully 

- To begin to show 

some emergent mark 

making including some 

letters 

Reception 

- To describe events in 

familiar stories and 

predict events 

- To locate the title 

and blurb in a story 

- To begin to identify 

when two letters make 

one sound (digraph) 

- To begin to write 

CVCC words (Phase 2 

knowledge) 

- To write phase 2 

Tricky words 

Nursery 

- To begin to sequence 

and retell stories 

- To use story 

language in their play 

- To be able to write 

some letters from 

their name 

Reception 

- To anticipate key 

events in stories  

To draw vocabulary 

and knowledge from 

non-fiction and use 

throughout the day in 

different contexts 

- To read some Phase 

3 tricky words 

- To begin to write 

sentences using finger 

spaces 

To use capital letters 

and full stops 

To learn about and use 

adjectives 

Nursery 

- To acquire and use 

new vocabulary 

- To count and clap 

syllables in their 

name 

- To recognise 

rhyming words (not 

written- listening) 

Reception 

- To use and 

understand new 

vocabulary  

To read simple 

sentences using 

known phonic 

knowledge 

- To use their finger 

to point at words 

when reading 

- To write simple 

sentences using 

phonics knowledge 

- To be able to read 

all Phase 3 tricky 

words 

- To begin to write 

Phase 3 tricky words 

To understand and 

Nursery 

- To produce emergent 

writing using initial 

sounds 

- To write their own 

name forming some 

letters correctly 

- To recognise words 

that have the same 

initial sounds e.g. 

money and mummy 

(WR) 

- To find their name 

from a selection of 

other names starting 

with the same letter 

Reception 

- To check, confirm and 

modify own reading 

- To develop fluency 

and confidence when 

reading 

- To read sentences 

containing Phase 2 and 

3 tricky words 

- To read some Phase 4 

tricky words 

- To write all Phase 3 

tricky words 
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write some initial 

sounds (Phase 2) 

- To identify end 

sounds in words 

(Phase 2) 

- To identify middle 

sounds in words 

(Phase 2) 

- To be able to orally 

segment and blend 

words 

- To recognise words 

that rhyme 

 

- To write simple CVC 

words / labels (Phase 

2) 

- To read Phase 2 

Tricky words 

To understand the 

difference between 

fiction and non-fiction 

use exclamation and 

question marks 

- To show awareness of 

basic punctuation 

capital letter and full 

stops when writing 

sentences 

independently 

Maths Nursery 

Counting to 5 

Subitising 3 objects 

Understanding ‘more’ 

Reception 

Baseline assessment. 

Counting amounts, 

recognising ‘more’ 

‘same’ and 

‘less/fewer.’ What can 

we count? How? How 

do we count carefully?  

Focus on 1-5.  

Subitising 1 to 5. 

Part, part whole 1 to 

5. 

Recognising and 

forming 1 to 5. 

 

 Exploring measures. 

Nursery 

Link numeral and 

amounts to 5 

Understand cardinal 

principle – last number 

signifies amount 

Recognising a pattern 

Reception 

Estimating and 

counting amounts, 

recognising ‘more’ 

‘same’ and 

‘less/fewer.’ What can 

we count? How? How 

do we count carefully?  

Focus on 1-10.  

Subitising 1 to 10. 

Part, part whole 1 to 

10. 

Recognising and 

forming 1 to 10. 

Matching numbers to 

Nursery 

Show finger numbers 

up to 5,  

Match numbers to 

amounts to 5 

Talk about and explore 

2d and 3d shapes using 

‘sides’, ‘corners’; 

‘straight’, ‘flat’, ‘round’.  

Reception 

Count on and back 

from different 

starting points.  

Learn number bonds 

to 5 exploring 

addition and 

subtraction. 

Order numbers to 10. 

Explore 1 more and 1 

less within 10. 

Count to over 20 

verbally. 

Nursery 

Compare objects – 

size, shape, length, 

weight, capacity 

Counting 

Understanding more 

and less 

 

Reception 

Count on and back 

from different 

starting points.  

Learn number bonds 

to 10 exploring 

addition and 

subtraction. 

Share out amounts 

equally. 

Count to over 20 

verbally. 

Compare quantities.   

 

Nursery 

Number formation 

and matching to 

amounts 

Counting rhymes and 

using fingers and 

objects 

Extend ABAB 

patterns and notice 

errors 

Sequence events – 

first, next, then 

Spot the difference 

in pictures 

 

Reception 

Doubling and halving 

within 10 

Odd and even 

numbers to 10 

Solving problems 

using addition and 

Nursery 

Using positional 

language 

Ordering and 

sequencing numbers to 

5 

Counting carefully and 

accurately to at least 5 

Subitising to at least 3 

Naming 2d shapes and 

organising to create 

new shapes 

Reception 

Doubling and halving 

within 10 

Odd and even numbers 

to 10 

Solving problems using 

addition and 

subtraction 
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amounts, ordering and 

comparing amounts. 

Exploring a repeating 

pattern 

Exploring capacity. 

 

 

 

 

 

Compare quantities.   

 

Exploring shape. 

Exploring measures subtraction 

 

Exploring time. 
 
 

Exploring pattern in 

nature. 

Understanding 
the World 

Nursery 

- To talk about 

themselves and their 

immediate family 

- To make sense of 

their own life using 

family photos 

- To discuss and 

develop an 

understanding that 

families are different 

- To use their senses 

to explore the 

outdoor environment 

and natural features 

- To explore 

collections of 

materials and their 

differences 

developing a wide 

range of vocabulary 

- To introduce the 

vocabulary for 

seasons (Autumn) 

Reception 

- To identify their 

Nursery 

To talk about how 

people celebrate 

things differently to 

us e.g. Diwali 

To know different 

occupations e.g. train 

driver, police 

- To explore different 

types of transport 

- To notice the 

differences between 

others positively 

- To know that 

Christmas is when 

Jesus is born 

- To be able to talk 

about what they do 

with their families 

during Christmas 

To be able to take a 

photo 

Reception 

- To recognise that 

people have different 

beliefs and 

Nursery 

- To introduce the 

vocabulary for seasons 

(Winter) 

- To know there are 

many countries in the 

world, one of these 

being China 

- To know that in China 

people may eat Chinese 

food using chopsticks 

- To know how to 

switch on a computer 

Reception 

To identify Winter as 

one of the four 

seasons. 

- To talk about the 

environmental changes 

in Winter and why this 

happens 

- To recognise that 

people have different 

beliefs and understand 

how these are 

celebrated e.g. China 

Nursery 

- To talk about some 

of the ways I have 

changed over my life 

so far 

- To introduce the 

vocabulary for 

seasons (Spring) 

- To plant seeds and 

care for them over 

time 

 

- To explore different 

collections of 

materials and identify 

their properties e.g. 

vehicle making 

- To retell the Easter 

story 

- Reception 

To talk about the 

environmental changes 

in Spring and why this 

happens 

- To plant seeds and 

care for them over 

Nursery 

- To know that the 

Earth is where we 

live 

- To know that a map 

is a picture of the 

Earth 

- To know that we 

live in England 

- To know there are 

many countries in 

the world 

- To create a picture 

using the mouse on a 

computer 

Reception 

- To know that a 

globe is a 

representation of 

the Earth 

- To know that the 

Earth is round and 

not flat-  

- To compare and 

contrast characters 

from stories, 

Nursery 

- To introduce the 

vocabulary for seasons 

(summer) 

- To show care and 

respect for our 

environment by 

recycling- To explore 

different collections of 

materials and identify 

their properties e.g. 

shells and pebbles for 

the beach 

- To feel different 

forces e.g. push and 

pull 

- To know how 

different transport 

works e.g. A boat goes 

on the water 

 

 

Reception 

- To identify Summer 

as one of the four 

seasons 
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family and wider 

family members, 

naming them and 

discussing what 

relation they are to 

them e.g. Mum’s Dad 

- To talk about their 

neighbours and 

friends making 

comparisons 

- To use the 5 senses 

to describe when 

exploring outside 

- To identify Autumn 

as one of the four 

seasons. 

- To talk about the 

environmental changes 

in Autumn and why 

this happens 

understand how these 

are celebrated  

- To know that 

Christmas is Jesus’ 

birthday and how it is 

celebrated across the 

world 

To explore future 

aspirations and 

occupations 

 

- To be able to take a 

photo of their work  

- To recognise 

similarities and 

differences in 

contrasting locations 

all over the world e.g. 

China and England 

- To be able to locate 

China on a map 

- To be able to find 

and select a program 

from a desktop 

- To be able to name a 

computer, keyboard 

and mouse 

time, discussing the 

growing process 

- To talk about how I 

have changed over my 

life and compare 

these with others  

To identify Spring as 

one of the four 

seasons. 

To understand and 

describe the changes 

in a butterfly’s life 

cycle using developing 

vocabulary 

- To identify the main 

events in the Easter 

story and the changes 

in feelings 

 

including figures 

from the past 

- To recognise 

similarities and 

differences in 

contrasting locations 

all over the world 

focusing particularly 

on foods e.g. India 

and England 

 

 

- To talk about the 

environmental changes 

in Summer and why this 

happens 

- To explore and 

understand floating 

and sinking 

To name different 

materials such as 

plastic, metal, fabric, 

card, foil.. and talk 

about their properties 

To understand the 

problems of plastic 

pollution in the oceans 

- To understand the 

importance of recycling 

and why we recycle 

 

Experiments What colours can we 

make? (Exploring 

colour mixing) What 

can we add to paint to 

creature texture?  

Christmas cake 

making 

What will ‘Magnet 

Man’ stick to?  

 

Exploring ice, how to 

make ice, how to melt 

ice, what makes ice 

melt the quickest?  

Lifecycles How can I 

make my plant grow? 

Why are some foods 

kept in the fridge? 

Why do foods have a 

use by date?  

 

What floats and sinks? 

Can you make a boat to 

keep a lego person dry 

on water?  

Expressive Arts Nursery 

- To express their ideas through pretend play 

- To make rhythmic sounds e.g. drumming 

- To sing familiar songs as a whole class and in 

provision 

- To engage in small world play and pretend 

play pretending that objects stand for others 

things 

- To explore musical instruments and the 

sounds they make 

Drawing and Painting 

Nursery 

To create more intricate and complex small 

world set ups 

- To play musical instruments demonstrating 

control when playing 

- To develop own stories through role play and 

small world play linked to what they know 

- To use musical instruments to make their own 

music 

- To have their own ideas and know how they 

want to create them 

Nursery 

- To develop own stories through role play and 

small world play linked to what they know 

- To sing songs showing awareness of melody 

- To use musical instruments to make their own 

music 

- To explore colours and colour mixing 

- To create their own songs 

- To create music with rhythm, pitch and 

melody 

- To use musical instruments to make their own 
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- To learn how to wear a painting apron 

- To learn how to hold a paintbrush 

- To experiment with paint 

- To draw from observation 

- To explore different art materials 

Printing 

- To explore printing with body parts and loose 

objects 

 

Reception 

- To explore and use a range of art tools 

- To explore and use different materials when 

crafting and creating  

To begin to perform songs, stories and rhymes 

- To explore and engage well in music making 

- To explore and use artistic techniques 

- To express themselves in different ways 

To imprint onto a range of textures e.g. 

newspaper 

- To explore making their own printing block 

Drawing and Painting 

- To experiment with colours and make new 

colours (painting) for a purpose 

- To explore drawing on different surfaces 

- To draw from observation with details 

- To explore and use art materials for a 

purpose 

3D form 

- To explore making shapes with playdough 

- To cut materials making snips with scissors 

- To build models using the junk modelling 

Reception 

- To begin to perform songs, stories and rhymes  

- To sing in a group or  

To explore and engage well in music making 

- To refine their ideas and designs 

- To listen attentively and move to music 

rhythmically (DANCE PE) 

- To develop storylines in pretend play 

- To refine their ideas and designs 

- To create collaboratively 

3D form 

- To explore making recognisable shape/ objects 

using clay for a purpose 

- To explore ways of joining materials together 

using glue, staples etc 

- To cut different materials using scissors 

music 

- To create designs and self-select materials 

to create 

Reception 

- To experiment with colour, form, function, 

texture and design  

To perform songs, stories and rhymes 

expressing their feelings and emotions 

- To experiment with colour, form, function, 

texture and design 

- To perform songs, stories and rhymes 

expressing their feelings and emotions  

 

Artists to study Frida Kahlo – self 

portraits 

Naming and mixing 

colours 

Adding texture to 

paint 

Paul Klee  

And Haafiza Sayed – 

exploring printing 

Making own wrapping 

paper 

 

Making and decorating 

Christmas cakes.  

Julie Taymore- 

Exploring textiles, 

making own puppets 

using joining 

techniques.  

 

Making a class dragon. 

Making wands. 

Louise Bourgeois – 

Exploring clay – 

making own minibeasts 

 

Designing and making 

sandwiches.  

Claes Oldenburg and 

Ye Hongxing – 

Papier mache food 

sculptures using 

sticker collage 

technique of 

Hongxing for 

finishing.  

Sir Frank Bowling – 

Mixed Media collage – 

class collaborative 

outdoor project.  

 

 

Designing and making 

boats. 

Music Express Our Growing World Who Shall I Be When Snowflakes Fall Do You See Fabulous Food Let’s Go Green! 
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Topics Beyond the Stars 

 

Today? 

Special People 

A Sky Full of Colour Dinosaurs? 

Amazing African 

Animals 

 

Busy City 

 

Under the Sea 

 


